The Automation Robotics & Mechatronics (ARM) Lab is located at 1022 Furnas Hall on the North Campus of the University at Buffalo. A full color map of North Campus is available at: http://www.buffalo.edu/scripts/directions/NorthCampus.pdf

**Detailed Directions**

**To get to the campus:**
- Traveling on the I-290 (Youngmann Expressway), take exit 4 onto the I-990.
- Once on the I-990, keep right and take Exit 1, the UB exit.

**After exiting the I-990 (Drive along the RED line):**
- You will enter the Audubon Parkway.
- Move to the left hand lane, and take the first U-turn on the left. (If you go through a light, you have gone too far.)
- After making the U-turn, move to the right hand lane (Governors Hall will be on your right). Take the first exit off of the Audubon Parkway, which will be White Road.
- With Governors Hall still on your right, pass through two stop signs. At the end of White Road you will see signs for Furnas Parking Lot and Furnas Hall.
- Please park at any convenient location and enter the Building marked 39 (Furnas Hall) in the map above and take the elevator to the 10th Floor
- ARMLAB is 1022 Furnas Hall.